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An Over-the-Top, Massively Fun Gift For the Person Who Has Everything
RAD AND HUNGRY delivers a WTF-inducing, totally random subscription full of awesomeness

SEATTLE, November 11, 2014  – A Rock and a Hard Piece (RAP), the latest addition to the RAD AND 
HUNGRY lineup, is a new yearly subscription geared to people who are interested in travel and design – 
and are impossible to buy gifts for because they already have everything.

“We all have people in our lives that have everything,” says RAD AND HUNGRY founder Hen Chung. “The 
sort of person who goes and buys what they want or need, when they want it .  Whoever it is,  father, bestie, 
boss – it ’s almost impossible to buy a gift for them. The RAD AND HUNGRY Rock and a Hard Piece is for 
that person – and the awesome friend searching for a gift.

“Our sourcing trips are chock full of so much rad, I’m always asking myself – how can we share more of 
the crazy randomness with RAHstrs? How can we share what we’re experiencing immediately, while we’re 
in the moment, laughing our asses off over something we just experienced?

“The answer hit me during a sourcing trip. Earlier that evening we’d been at the beach, scouring for rocks. 
I collect sand, shells and rocks from every beach I visit and put them in glass jars on my kitchen 
windowsill .  Every one is different and reminds me of the trip.

“As we were sitting at dinner – totally relaxed, removed from work, mind wandering and creative juices 
flowing… it struck me! We could share the random awesomeness with RAHstrs, to include them in our 
travels. I shouted, ‘A ROCK AND A HARD PIECE!’ (Yes, actually shouted.) 

“A rock and a piece of candy from a foreign country, packaged locally, with locally sourced materials – 
PLUS an haiku, ode, or some other crazy expression we dream up. Something that reflects the random 
moments, the weird stories that only happen far from home. This new addition to our lineup is totally in 
sync with our overall philosophy – that travel transforms the everyday into something inspired.”

Subscriptions are limited-edition and can only be purchased once a year, during the holiday time period. 
The inaugural RAP subscriptions will be available for purchase November 11 through December 31, 2014. 
RAP Packs will start shipping in 2015, and continue shipping through the year. Subscription price is $175 – 
this price includes all four RAP Packs, AND future shipping costs for the 2015 cycle.

ABOUT RAH

RAD AND HUNGRY (RAH) sells lo-fi goods from low-down travel – limited-edition office supplies and 
more, locally sourced from around the world. RAH believes travel transforms the everyday into something 
inspired, connecting far-flung groups of people who love style, travel and design. Founded in Seattle, RAH 
kicked off the world tour in October 2010. All RAH products can be viewed at radandhungry.com. Fans can 
follow the RAH World Tour at instagram.com/radandhungry, twitter.com/radandhungry, and 
facebook.com/radandhungry.
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